DESIGN+
Things we’ve seen... and loved!

It was a match made in typo heaven when PAGE THIRTY THREE
teamed up with BLACKLIST on the Art Series collaboration,
transforming their signature customisable Cinematic Light Box
with the latter’s distinctive hand lettering style. It’s available through
selected design stores and online. pagethirtythree.com
Gold Coast designer Sara Hingle has us swooning
big time with her cushions and wallpaper designs
she’s called THESE WALLS. With a definite
graphic element yet an understated, earthy style,
we think her designs are really beautiful and
covetable. thesewalls.com.au

Founded by two Brisbane
friends, ALMA LUZ pure
soy scented candles are
tailor-made luxe essentials.
They recently collaborated
with fashion designers
EASTON PEARSON on
a bespoke marble range,
which look as amazing as
they smell! almaluz.com.au

There’s nothing quite
like 100% pure linen to
evoke a rustic elegance.
The Flocca European
linen tablecloths from
HALE MERCANTILE
& CO. are finished
with beautifully hand
‘tufted’ edges and look
simply sublime when
layered with their pure
linen runners and
napkins. From $169,
halemercantileco.com

Artist LISA MADIGAN’S work doesn’t so much
speak as it does whisper. With an atmospheric,
almost ethereal style, her Light series of paintings
are layered with oil on wood and completed with
a round copper frame. Modern, contemporary
simplicity at its finest. lisamadigan.com.au
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RACHEL KENNEDY
DESIGNS is the dream of
artist Rachel and her
husband Jarrod Kennedy,
who reside on Sydney's
Northern Beaches with
their two children Milla and
Frankie. Together they
create evocative wall art
prints and stationery, with
all materials locally sourced
and crafted. We love how
almost all of their products
are made from 100%
recycled paper and printed
with non-harmful vegetable
and soy based inks.
rachelkennedydesigns.com

Sweet dreams are made with these gorgeous pillows from Melbournebased FELIZ – with super soft organic cotton and an ethically
produced ethos, they’re fun, colourful and decorative additions to the
bedrooms of the young and the young at heart. felizhome.com.au
We adore their
artisan woven rugs,
but Carl and Victoria
from PAMPA have
also put their dual
photographic skills
to great use in their
range of equine
prints, inspired
by the horses of
Victoria’s childhood
in Argentina. From
$260, pampa.com.au

Each piece from NO-MAD has been beautifully and ethically
handcrafted by Indian artisans using the highest quality cotton and
linens, with a contemporary twist on traditional design methods.
Inspired by India and other exotic locations around the globe,
the new collection uses black as its modern undertone… and we
couldn’t love it more! Enquiries to artisansoffashion.com
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